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1. The internet contains an enormous amount of information on cross cut sleds. A short list of 

resources  is given below. Find someone’s design you like and replicate it. For your first sled, 

KISS applies (Keep It Simple Stupid). 

2. Don’t initially try to design/build the “ultimate” sled for all jobs. If you do, the sled will be so big 

and bulky that it is a pain to use and store for a large portion of your jobs. My small to medium 

sized sled will handle stock that is less than 14” wide. If you stay in woodworking very long, you 

will likely end up with more than one sled. 

3. I initially used hardwood runners but have evolved to UHMW plastic. Do not buy nominal ¾” 

wide stock over the internet as it can be undersized. Sloppy fits will cause you grief. If you use 

two runners, you can use shims to correct this but I think it is best to avoid this problem. 

4. The key to success is installing the runners so that they will not move with time. The runners tie 

the sled to the miter slot on the table saw. The miter slot (not the face of the saw blade) is the 

reference for all table saw cuts. Install the runners with them placed in the miter slot. I use small 

wood screws but some people prefer adhesive. A combination of glue/screw is possible. 

5. I like some of the design features of the sled discussed in FWW, Tools & Shops Winter 2020, pp 

12-13: Improve your jigs with track clamps. I prefer the MicroJig dovetail clamps to the track 

clamps used in the FWW article. For your first sled, consider ignoring this feature. 

6. If you cut grooves for clamps in the sled base, even good quality Baltic Birch plywood will bow. I 

started making a taper jig from ¾” Baltic Birch that was 36” long. After cutting the clamp 

grooves, I could slide a 1/16” setup gauge under the edge. This caused me to switch to MDF for 

my jigs and sleds. I know that MDF is not as strong as Baltic Birch but I have found it to be strong 

enough for my intended purpose. I am a hobbyist and not a pro so my jigs/sleds don’t get a 

tremendous amount of abuse.

 
7. The rear fence of the sled should be designed so that there is some adjustment to it. Otherwise, 

you will not be able to dial in the perfect 90 degree cut. Expect to periodically have to readjust 

the rear fence. 

8. Some people like fancy stop blocks that run in tracks on the rear fence. For the first sled, a block 

of wood clamped with an F-clamp will work beautifully. 

9. A dedicated tape measure appeals to some but defer that to a later generation sled. 

10. Some “store bought” runners have adjustment features that allow you to fine tune the fit in the 

miter slot. Unfortunately, the adjustment often relies on contact over a localized area; this 



approach requires a perfectly flat and straight miter slot, which may not be present on all table 

saws. Consequently, it may be difficult to get a “good fit” along the entire length of the miter 

slot. A good fitting shop-built runner will have contact over a greater area. 

 

 

Miscellaneous Cross Cut Sled Resources 

Philip Morley: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8WYXA5b38ho 

Nick Ferry: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZtwK9X8o1Gw 

Nick’s article: https://nickferry.com/2015/07/table-saw-cross-cut-miter-sled-in-one-ep58/ 

Locate center of base to left of saw kerf by 1 ½” 

Suggestion by “Saw Dust”: Let base protrude ¼-1/2” behind rear fence to accommodate clamped on 

stop block extension for long stock. 

William Ng’s Cross Cut Sled Adjustment Technique 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UbG-n--LFgQ&feature=youtu.be 

https://wnwoodworkingschool.com/5-cuts-to-a-perfect-cross-cut-sled/ 

Carmonius Finsnickeri sled with Festool rail clamps: FWW, Tools & Shops Winter 2020, pp 12-13: 
Improve your jigs with track clamps 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UuoqtK3L-MY 

 

Newbie Woodworker: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cQINXsn2QBk 

 

More Newbie Stuff on Sleds: https://thenewbiewoodworker.com/projects/blade-guard-sleds/ 
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